
COOKING EQUIPMENT

OUTDOOR WOOD BURNING OVENS AND
ACCESSORIES 

ITEM:  31312/ 31313/ 23527/ 23555/
23556/ 23557

Authorized Dealer

An affordable alternative to 
the traditional brick/clay
style wood fired oven. These 
ovens are recognized for
their efficient design, durable 
construction, versatility and
ease of use.



COOKING EQUIPMENT
MEDIUM WOOD BURNING OVEN WITH 
STAND & STAINLESS STEEL OVEN SHELF

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

ITEM NUMBER 31312

MODEL CE-CN-1188

DESCRIPTION Medium wood burning oven with stand and
Stainless steel oven shelf

COOK CHAMBER INTERIOR 19” x 18” x 10”/ 470 x 464 x 254 mm

FIRE BOX CHAMBER (DWH) 16” x 21” x 7”/ 406 x 533 x 178 mm

INSULATION Ceramic fibre insulation, aprox. 2” Thick

CHIMNEY DIMENSIONS  39”/ 990.6mm (H) x 4.25”/ 108mm (Dia.)

OVEN DIMENSIONS (Without chimney) 19” x 34” x 28.5”/ 482.6 x 864 x 724 mm

STAND DIMENSIONS 19” x 34” x 23”/ 482.6 x 864 x 584 mm

OVERALL HEIGHT 92”/ 2337 mm

 WEIGHT (OVEN & STAND) 485 lbs./ 220 kg
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Features:
● The unique vertical design with separate chambers for the fire and oven allowing   
 wood flavor smoke to enter the oven chamber for that traditional wood fired flavor. 
● Rated for temperatures up to 510°C/ 950°F.
● Provide a combination of baking and roasting.
● Suitable for preparing all kinds of food from pizzas, roasts, ribs, poultry, lamb,   
 vegetables, brisket, bread, pies and the creativity of any discerning outdoor chef.

This medium wood burning oven is constructed from 6mm steel with black 
hi-heat resistant paint finish and a 304 stainless steel wrap, ensuring 
superior outdoor cooking function and enjoyment for many years. 

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION NET DIMENSIONS (DWH)  GROSS WEIGHT

23555 Attachable side BBQ 16” x 18”/ 406 x 457 mm 35 lbs./ 16 kg

23556 Removable stainless steel/Oven shelf 18” x 12”/ 457 x 305 mm 1 lbs./ 0.5 kg

23555
23556

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

Stainless steel 
chimney, pipe with 

spark guard
Stainless steel
temperature gauge

6mm welded steel 
construction

1.5” ceramic stone 
forms base of oven

Stainless Steel 
Side Shelves

Spiral heat 
deflecting metal 

handles

Heavy duty 
steel shelf for 
wood storage

Secondary removable 
stainless steel shelf

Side and top are 
wrapped with 304 
stainless steel

Firebox is lined with 
1” thick refractory 
fire brick

Welded steel 
cart frame

4” heavy duty casters (2 locking)



COOKING EQUIPMENT
LARGE WOOD BURNING OVEN WITH  
STAINLESS STEEL OVEN SHELF
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION NET DIMENSIONS (DWH)  GROSS WEIGHT

23527 Stand with wheels for item 31313 19” x 46” x 22” 60 lbs/ 27 kg

23555 Attachable side BBQ 16” x 18”/ 406 x 457 mm 35 lbs./ 16 kg

23557 Large shelf for item 31313 36” x 16”/ 914 x 406 mm 3 lbs./ 1.4 kg

2355523527
23557

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

Stainless steel 
chimney, pipe with 

spark guard
Stainless steel
temperature gauge

6mm welded steel 
construction

1.5” ceramic stone 
forms base of oven

Spiral heat 
deflecting metal 

handles

Heavy duty 
steel shelf for 
wood storage

Secondary removable 
stainless steel shelf

Fire chamber 
door with 
adjustable 
damper for 
effective heat 
control

Welded steel 
cart frame

5” heavy duty casters (2 locking)

Features:
● The unique vertical design with separate chambers for the fire and oven allowing   
 wood flavor smoke to enter the oven chamber for that traditional wood fired flavor. 
● Rated for temperatures up to 510°C/ 950°F.
● Provide a combination of baking and roasting.
● Suitable for preparing all kinds of food from pizzas, roasts, ribs, poultry, lamb,   
 vegetables, brisket, bread, pies and the creativity of any discerning outdoor chef.

This large wood burning oven is constructed from 6mm steel with black hi-
heat resistant paint finish and a 304 stainless steel wrap, ensuring superior 
outdoor cooking function and enjoyment for many years. 

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

ITEM NUMBER 31313

MODEL CE-CN-1677

DESCRIPTION Large wood burning oven with
stainless steel oven shelf

COOK CHAMBER INTERIOR 18.5” x 36.25” x 11.25”/ 470 x 920.8 x 286 mm

FIRE BOX CHAMBER (DWH) 16” x 38.5” x 9.5”/ 406 x 978 x 241 mm

INSULATION Ceramic fibre insulation, aprox. 2” Thick

CHIMNEY DIMENSIONS  39”/ 990.6mm (H) x 4.25”/ 108mm (Dia.)

OVEN DIMENSIONS
(Without chimney)

19” x 46” x 31.5”/
482.6 x 1168 x 800 mm

 WEIGHT 700 lbs/ 317.5 kg

Oven (Item 31313) and stand (Item 23527) sold separately


